Safety Minute
We Make a Weekly Safety Minute for Better Safety Meetings

LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #7
Overriding Safety Devices is a Killer
Employees intentionally disable
one-third of all safety devices
installed on machinery.

Skid-Loader Incident
Employee was climbing into a running skid-steer loader (Bobcat).
He pressed his hand onto the seat as he climbed in.
He slipped and his foot accidentally pressed the foot pedal raising the lift arms.
The bucket went up and pinned his head against the cage front edge.

He Overroad Three Safety Devices

Seat Belt
Loader will not operate unless seat belt
is buckled. He bucked it permanently
behind the driver’s seat.

Restraint Bar
Loader will not operate unless restraint
bar is lowered. He disconnected the
wiring between the bar and the ignition.

Climbed In Without Using Hand Grips
Using the seat to support his weight, he
avoided using the hand grips. Loader will
not operate unless driver is seated (this
assumed 35 lbs. of pressure on the seat.

Using the World’s Best Safety Research
We Make a Weekly Safety Minute So Your Leaders Can Do Better Safety Meetings
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #4
The High Risk Employee
Some Employees are
Much More Dangerous Than Others
3% of employees account for
22% of accidents.

7% of employees account for
46% of OSHA recordable injuries.

These high-risk employees are
about 10 times more likely
to be involved in an accident
than an average employee.
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #4 - Background Information
The High Risk Employee

Researchers looked at 5 years of accident data
at Shell’s Manufacturing Complex at Deer Park,
Texas.
Their data included 7,131 accidents (1981 to
1986).
• 392 major injuries
• 6,382 minor injuries
• remaining accidents had no injuries

normal employee

Major conclusion: 3.4% of employees
accounted for 21.5% of accidents.

Downloaded from pro.sagepub.com by guest on December 30, 2013

Mayer, David L.; Scott F. Jones and Kenneth R
Laughery, “Accident Proneness in the Industrial
Setting,” Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society Annual Meeting, vol. 31, no. 196,
1987, p. 196-199.

supervisor

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/
abs/10.1177/154193128703100213

Moving Selection to the Top of the Hierarchy -- Occupational Health & Safety

Moving Selection to the Top of the Hierarchy
Using safety as a criterion for selection of employees, through the use
of scientifically valid and legally defensible tools, can reduce
organizational risks.
By Ron Gantt, Matthew Matthew O’Connell

Jul 01, 2013

A foundational element of health and safety decision-making, as it relates to
hazards, is the hierarchy of controls. The hierarchy of controls guides health and
safety professionals in choosing a control measure that most effectively reduces
the risks involved in the situation at hand. There is no one hierarchy of controls that
all health and safety professionals agree upon, but most are similar to the hierarchy
found in the American National Standards Institute's (ANSI) and American Industrial
Hygiene Association's ANSI/AIHA Z10-2012 Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems standard, which has six levels, starting with elimination,
substitution, and engineering controls in the higher levels and ending with warning
systems, administrative controls, and personal protective equipment (PPE) in the
lower levels.
Health and safety professionals trying to reduce risks to acceptable levels should
first focus on the higher levels and move to the lower levels only when higher levels
are not feasible. For example, if we are trying to protect ourselves from a tiger, the
most effective way to do so is to not bring in a tiger in the first place (i.e.,
elimination). If you can't eliminate the tiger (after all, empty zoos are rather boring),
then you should consider other control strategies, such as substituting a bobcat for
the tiger, putting the tiger in a cage, or using only highly trained employees to deal
with the tiger. Only after all of those controls were shown to be infeasible would we
consider wearing some sort of "tiger-protective suit" (if such a thing exists).
Traditionally, human resources efforts to reduce safety incidents have been
considered to fall in the lower levels of the hierarchy of controls, usually in the
"administrative controls" category. Clearly, efforts associated with effective training
of employees and standardized, safe work procedures reasonably fall within that
level. Underlying this is an inherent assumption that all employees respond
relatively equally to training or to following accepted procedures. One might refer to
https://ohsonline.com/Articles/2013/07/01/Moving-Selection-to-the-Top-of-the-Hierarchy.aspx?m=1&p=1[3/7/2017 2:46:59 PM]

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
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Researchers looked at 400 workers in 3
different organizations: oil & gas, paper
products manufacturing, and construction
materials manufacturing over a 36-month
period. During the 3 years, there were 59
OSHA recordable injuries.
Major conclusion: 7% of employees “accounted
for almost half (46%) of all OSHA recordable
injuries.”

high-risk employee

Gantt, Ron and Matthew O’Connell: “Moving
Selection to the Top of the Hierarchy, OH&S,
Occupational Health & Safety,July 1, 2013.
https://ohsonline.com/articles/2013/07/01/movingselection-to-the-top-of-the-hierarchy.aspx
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #7
Overriding Safety Devices is a Killer
Employees intentionally disable
one-third of all safety devices
installed on machinery.

Skid-Loader Incident
Employee was climbing into a running skid-steer loader (Bobcat).
He pressed his hand onto the seat as he climbed in.
He slipped and his foot accidentally pressed the foot pedal raising the lift arms.
The bucket went up and pinned his head against the cage front edge.

He Overrode Three Safety Devices

Seat Belt
Loader will not operate unless seat belt
is buckled. (He bucked it permanently
behind the driver’s seat).

Restraint Bar
Loader will not operate unless restraint
bar is lowered. (He disconnected the
wiring between the bar and the ignition).

Driver Must Be Seated to Operate
Loader will not operate unless driver is seated. “Seated”
means 35 lbs. of pressure on the seat. (Entering, he
didn’t use the hand grips. Instead, he supported his
weight by pressing his hand on the seat).
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #7 - Background Information
Overriding Safety Devices is a Killer

German-based project team studied
intentional overrides of safety devices in
machinery.

Report by NIOSH studied skid-steer loader fatalities.
Using research from three safety organizations, the
researchers found around 8 fatalities each year (USA)
from skid-steer incidents.

The team examined 200 pieces of
machinery.
The team collected data from a
questionnaire circulated to 1,000
occupational safety experts.
The results were around 1/3 of all safety
devices on machines were disabled.

Preventing Injuries and Deaths
from Skid-Steer Loaders

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

Workplace

CDC: “NIOSH Alert: Preventing Injuries and Deaths
from Skid-Steer Loaders,” DHHS (NIOSH) Publication
Number, 2011-128, December 2010.
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/98-117/default.
html#:~:text=CFOI%E2%80%94During%20the%20period%20
1992,the%20lift%20arms%20and%20frame.

Safety and Health

This report is available only in German.
IFA, Manipulation von Schutzeinrichtungen
an Maschinen (Report) 2005
The skid-steer loader incident described on page 1 is
not a fatality, but a near miss.

https://www.dguv.de/ifa/publikationen/reportsdownload/bgia-reports-2005-bis-2006/reportmanipulation-von-schutzeinrichtungen/index.jsp

The details are from:
WorkSafe NB: Hazard Alert: “Worker Injured When
Bypassing Safety Devices,” October 2014.

A website in English, “Stop-Defeating”
discusses many of the issues in this
German report:

https://www.travailsecuritairenb.ca/media/1573/ha_workerinjured-when-bypassing-safety-devices-1.pdf

https://stop-defeating.org/en/
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #15
Too Stupid to Know It

On a hot summer day, this employee
found a good way to cool down.

Nitrogen Purge

20 Seconds
How long it takes to fall unconscious
when breathing pure nitrogen.
5 Minutes
How long it takes for permanent brain
damage when breathing pure nitrogen.

The Research

The Solution

More than 20 years of research into
incompetence shows:

The bottom performers do not know they are at
the bottom.

• Bottom 10% of performers think they are in
the top 40%.

They think they are simply doing the job in a
“different” way.

• They are simply too incompetent to know how
incompetent they really are.

Often they think their way is actually, “better”
“smarter” “faster” “easier.”

• Social scientists call this the: “Dunning-Kruger
Effect”

The only solution is to confront them directly with
facts showing them they are not “different” they
are “dangerous.”

Research includes:
doctors/nurses

engineers

lab technicians

psychologists

computer
programmers

college students
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #15 - Background Information
Too Stupid to Know It

C H A P T E R

F I V E

Dunning found:

The Dunning–Kruger Effect: On Being
Ignorant of One’s Own Ignorance

• average and near average performers know they are near
average

David Dunning

Contents
249
249
250
251
251
252
256
257
259
259
260
260
261
262
265
265
266
268
270
271
272
274
275
276
277
280
282
285
285
286

1. Two Assertions About Ignorance
1.1. Ignorance is prevalent in everyday life
1.2. Ignorance is often invisible to those to suffer from it
1.3. Overview of chapter
2. Why Ignorance is Invisible
2.1. Ignorance lies in the realm of unknown unknowns
2.2. Ignorance is disguised by domain-specific misbeliefs
2.3. Ignorance is disguised by “reach-around” knowledge
2.4. A threshold condition for lack of recognition
3. The Dunning–Kruger Effect
3.1. Definition
3.2. The double burden of incompetence
3.3. Expertise and metacognitive judgment
3.4. Empirical demonstrations
4. Alternative Accounts
4.1. Regression to the mean
4.2. Noise plus bias
4.3. Lack of incentives
5. The Errors of Top and Bottom Performers Compared
5.1. Counterfactual comparisons
5.2. Impact of social comparison information
5.3. The paradox of gaining expertise
6. Sources of Self-evaluation
6.1. The issue of indirect indicators
6.2. The problem of “rational errors”
6.3. The impact of preconceived notions of skill
6.4. Preconceived notions “versus” bottom-up experience
7. Outstanding Issues
7.1. Individual differences in meta-ignorance
7.2. Perseverance in ignorance

Dunning, David: “The Dunning-Kruger Effect:
On Being Ignorant of One’s Own Ignorance,”
Advances in Experimental Psychology, vol. 44,
2011, p. 247-296.

#

• this is why the conversation with bottom performers must
be very blunt:
1st, they need to understand they are bottom performers
2nd, they need to learn the correct way to do the work

2011 Elsevier Inc.
All rights reserved.

247
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• top performers DO NOT KNOW they are top performers they think they are slightly above average
• bottom performers DO NOT KNOW they are bottom
performers - they think they are near the top (the bottom
10% think they are in the top 40% of performers)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
B9780123855220000056

Department of Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA
Advances in Experimental Social Psychology, Volume 44
ISSN 0065-2601, DOI: 10.1016/B978-0-12-385522-0.00005-6

• it’s at the extremes (top and bottom) where people are
wrong about their performance levels
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #25
Not Sleeping Doubles Errors

Losing One Night’s Sleep Doubles Error Rate
Researchers studied how well people completed a multi-step paper/pencil task.
With normal sleep: 		

15% errors

No sleep the night before: 30% errors

Without sleep, people:
• took longer to do a task
• repeated some steps over and over
• skipped some essential steps
• after an interruption, took a long time to return to the right step in the task

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #25 - Background Information
Not Sleeping Doubles Errors

Not sleeping is dangerous.
Everyone needs 7 to 8 hours a night to perform their
best. Everyone.
When people don’t sleep—they make more mistakes.
If employees are tired, supervisors need to assign them
to lower-risk work; or supervisors need to send others to
double check their work.

Canada & Australia allow pilots
to nap in cockpit

Not sleeping same as being drunk

Following extensive sleep research, these
countries allow one of the two pilots to
take a 40-minute nap in the cockpit.

17 hours without sleep = same
impairment as 0.05% blood alcohol level.

Most night shift workers sleep on the job
More than half of night shift workers report
that they nod off or fall asleep at least once
per week when working the night shift.

Sleep-deprived doctors double their errors
Doctors sleeping only 2 or 3 hours the
night before, double their errors reading
electrocardiographic strip results.

Most dangerous time for errors:
4 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Everyone’s performance improves
with 7 to 8 hours sleep

Human’s biological time clock (circadian
rhythm) is at its slowest just before sun rise;
especially dangerous if already sleep deprived.

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
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better than others when sleep deprived—
everyone performs better with 7 to 8
hours sleep.
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Building a Larkin Safety Minute

1.

2.

We Study Safety Research—Looking for Results Relevant for Supervisors
Risk: Health, Safety & Environment

Accident Analysis and Prevention

Human Factors

Journal of Safety Research

Risk Analysis: An International
Journal

Journal of Occupational Health
Psychology

Journal of Health Communication

International Journal of
Environment and Health

Health, Risk & Society

Journal of Accident Investigation

Implementation Science

Fire Safety Journal

Annals of Occupational Hygiene

International Journal of
Workplace Health Management

New Solutions

EHS Journal

Reviews of Human Factors and
Ergonomics

Risk Management

Work and Stress

African Newsletter on Occupational
Health and Safety

Proceedings of the Human Factors &
Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting

Indian Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine

Scandinavian Journal of Work,
Environment, and Health

Journal of Health, Safety and
Environment

Risk, Decision and Policy

Condense Results Into One Useful Conclusion

Employees intentionally override onethird of all safety devices installed on
manufacturing machinery.

3.

Illustrate the Conclusion In a Easy-to-Talk-About Design

LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #7
Overriding Safety Devices is a Killer
Employees intentionally disable
one-third of all safety devices
installed on machinery.

Skid-Loader Incident
Employee was climbing into a running skid-steer loader (Bobcat).
He pressed his hand onto the seat as he climbed in.
He slipped and his foot accidentally pressed the foot pedal raising the lift arms.
The bucket went up and pinned his head against the cage front edge.

He Overrode Three Safety Devices

Seat Belt
Loader will not operate unless seat belt
is buckled. (He bucked it permanently
behind the driver’s seat).

Restraint Bar
Loader will not operate unless restraint
bar is lowered. (He disconnected the
wiring between the bar and the ignition).

Driver Must Be Seated to Operate
Loader will not operate unless driver is seated. “Seated”
means 35 lbs. of pressure on the seat. (Entering, he
didn’t use the hand grips. Instead, he supported his
weight by pressing his hand on the seat).

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #7 - Background Information
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Talking Point and Links to Research on a Second Page
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4.

Overriding Safety Devices is a Killer

German-based project team studied
intentional overrides of safety devices in
machinery.

Report by NIOSH studied skid-steer loader fatalities.
Using research from three safety organizations, the
researchers found around 8 fatalities each year (USA)
from skid-steer incidents.

The team examined 200 pieces of
machinery.
The team collected data from a
questionnaire circulated to 1,000
occupational safety experts.
The results were around 1/3 of all safety
devices on machines were disabled.

CDC: “NIOSH Alert: Preventing Injuries and Deaths
from Skid-Steer Loaders,” DHHS (NIOSH) Publication
Number, 2011-128, December 2010.

Preventing Injuries and Deaths
from Skid-Steer Loaders

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/98-117/default.
html#:~:text=CFOI%E2%80%94During%20the%20period%20
1992,the%20lift%20arms%20and%20frame.

Workplace

Safety and Health

This report is available only in German.
IFA, Manipulation von Schutzeinrichtungen
an Maschinen (Report) 2005

The skid-steer loader incident described on page 1 is
not a fatality, but a near miss.

https://www.dguv.de/ifa/publikationen/reportsdownload/bgia-reports-2005-bis-2006/reportmanipulation-von-schutzeinrichtungen/index.jsp

The details are from:
WorkSafe NB: Hazard Alert: “Worker Injured When
Bypassing Safety Devices,” October 2014.

A website in English, “Stop-Defeating”
discusses many of the issues in this
German report:

https://www.travailsecuritairenb.ca/media/1573/ha_workerinjured-when-bypassing-safety-devices-1.pdf

https://stop-defeating.org/en/
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Communication Research Behind the Design
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #28
Complex Procedures Can Hurt Safety

What Does This Graph Say?
At the beginning, when you add length and details to a procedure—
ocedure—
errors go down.
But, as complexity increases—from medium to high—
errors go up—way up.

Medical Errors

25
20
15
10
5

Low Complexity

Medium Complexity

High Complexity

Procedure Complexity
(Includes Procedure’s Length and Number of Detailed Steps)
Study Details:
632 nurses and doctors; 3 hospitals, 47 medical units (e.g. surgery, anesthesiology, cardiology, orthopedics)
Medical errors were mistakes that injured patients (e.g. wrong medication, patient falls from bed because railing not raised,
inaccurate labeling of test results).
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LARKIN SAFETY MINUTE #28 - Background Information
Complex Procedures Can Hurt Safety

Designed for Discussion
This research says...
When employees have no written procedures - giving them
some helps, accidents go down.

Your frontline employees don’t
learn by reading—they learn by
talking.

But, as the procedures‛ length and details increase—
safety gets worse, accidents actually go up.
This research was done with doctors and nurses in hospitals,
but if it applies in industry, then making our procedures
more complex could be hurting safety.

Supervisors can project this
Safety Minute onto a screen, or
hand it out, and talk about it.

Can we work with management to reduce the size and
complexity of our procedures?
And, if we do, will that decrease accidents?

 Academy of Management Journal
2005, Vol. 48, No. 6, 1075–1089.

SAFETY CLIMATE IN HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS:
A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH

This communication is
specifically designed for
“talking” more than “reading.”
That’s why it works in a safety
meeting.

TAL KATZ-NAVON
The Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya
EITAN NAVEH
Technion–Israel Institute of Technology
ZVI STERN
Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center
Treatment errors are a major problem in the health care industry. This study explored
four dimensions of safety climate and the interactions among them as predictors of
treatment errors. A total of 632 participants in 46 hospital units assessed their units’
safety climate. Results demonstrated a curvilinear relationship between the levels of
the perceived detailing of safety procedures and the number of treatment errors. Also,
the perceived priority of safety moderated the curvilinear relationship between safety
procedures and treatment errors as well as the relationship between the way employees interpreted their managers’ safety practices and treatment errors.

The critical issues of patient safety and medical
treatment errors have received a great deal of attention lately (Davis, 2004; Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 1999). Policy makers, caregivers, health care
administrators, and researchers have generally
agreed that medical treatment errors in the health
care industry pose a serious problem (Chassin,
Galvin, & the National Roundtable on Healthcare
Quality, 1998; Leape, 2002). This problem has gone
relatively unexplored from the perspective of organizational behavior.
Safety in organizations, in general, is defined as
freedom from accidental injury (Perrow, 1984; Roberts, 1990) and is related to the safety of employees
and other organizational stakeholders such as the
organization’s customers. In the health care industry, patients are the customers, and patient safety
refers to the avoidance, prevention, and amelioration of adverse outcomes or injuries stemming from
the processes of health care. These adverse outcomes include errors and accidents caused by medical actions (in contrast to disease complications),
events that result from equipment failure, failure to
complete a planned action as intended (e.g., surgical events, events involving devices, patient protection, and care), or the use of the wrong plan to
achieve an aim (Gaba, 2000; Leape, 2002).
Traditionally, to ensure safety performance organizations have responded with safety rules and
procedures. The premise has been that, to ensure
safety and avoid the costs of adverse events, organizations should invest in the implementation of
formal safety programs and risk management sys-

tems (Brunsson Jacobsson et al., 2000; Roberts,
1990). Research findings have been unable to determine decisively the extent to which these formal
organizational efforts have indeed led to safety improvement (Leape, 2002). Only recently have researchers suggested that informal aspects of the
work environment may also be factors that affect
safety in the health care industry (Kohn, Corrigan,
& Donaldson, 1999).
One such informal aspect is safety climate,
which is considered a key organizational variable
for understanding an organization’s safety performance (e.g., Hofmann & Stetzer, 1998; Zohar,
2000). Traditionally, safety climate has been studied in industries such as steel factories (Brown,
Willis, & Prussia, 2000; Zohar, 2002), offshore environments (Mearns, Whitaker, & Flin, 2003), and
highly regulated environments such as the nuclear
industry (Harvey, Erdos, Bolman, Cox, Kennedy, &
Gregory, 2002). However, the concept of safety climate in the health care industry requires further
research, since the health care sector has several
unique characteristics that differentiate it from the
above industries. First, in health care, the results of
a safe environment directly affect not only an organization’s staff members but also its customers—
that is, the patients. Studies on safety climate have
concentrated mainly on employee safety. Indeed,
Burke and Sarpy emphasized that “the conceptualization and measurement of safety climate should
be expanded to include not only how characteristics of the work environment affect the personal
well-being of workers, but also how characteristics

Larkin Communication

Why do procedures get more complex?

When employees have no procedures, they make many
mistakes.

The study found a typical reaction to a serious medical error
was revising the procedure, adding length and steps.

However, as the procedures become excessively long and
complex employees stop using them.

Over time, these well-intended changes increased the
procedures’ complexity and led to an unanticipated increase
in medical errors.

Employees not using the procedures has the same effect
as employees not having the procedures.
With complex procedures, mistakes return to the same
rate as before the procedures existed.

Larkin Suggested Fix
We have tried to fix the problem of long and
overly complicated procedures.
Our solution is: Procedure Snapshots.

1075

These are one-page cover pages for your
existing procedures.
Procedure Snapshots do not replace your
procedures, they sit on top of your existing
procedures.

Study:
The study was conducted in Israel.
Katz-Navon; Eitan Naveh and Zvi Stern:
“Safety Climate in Health Care Organizations:
A Multidimensional Approach,” Academy of
Management Journal, 2005, vol. 48, no. 6, p.
1075-1089.
https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/228211035_Safety_Climate_in_
Healthcare_Organizations_A_Multidimensional_
Approach

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin

Larkin Interpretation of this Research

phone: 1-212-860-2939
15

Procedure Snapshots highlight the parts of a
procedure employees are most likely to get
wrong.
The sample on the right is a Procedure
Snapshot for “Line Break.”
Procedure Snapshot brochure and more
samples can be downloaded from our website:

www.Larkin.Biz
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What to Do Next
Try Samples With Your Supervisors

We know Safety Minutes work, but try them
yourself.

Suggest a Topic
What is your #1 safety concern?
Let us know, we’ll try making a Safety Minute on
that topic.
“Start-up is Dangerous”
is a subscriber suggestion.

Feel free to extract the five sample Safety Minutes
from this brochure. Or, email us, and we’ll give
you five separate PDFs.

Request Price

Call US
Want to talk?
Give us a call.

Email TJ & Sandar and ask for the price table.

Let’s talk about your safety communication:
Communicating major incidents

• monthly subscription fee based on the

number of employees in your company

Communicating procedures

• Four Larkin Safety Minutes each month
(one a week); pay monthly

Tool box talks

• no contracts, cancel at any time

Communicating SMS (safety management systems)

• Larkin Safety Minutes available in five
languages: English, (additional fee for:
Arabic, Spanish, Hindi, and Portuguese)

Improving: Permits, JHAs, & risk documents
If you wish, make it a conference call.

SUBSCRIBE
Request a subscription and start receiving a Larkin Safety Minute every Monday
Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
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The Larkins
Since 1985, we have been helping large companies improve communication with employees
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Ph.D. in Communication
Michigan State University
M.A. in Sociology
University of Oxford

New Houston Office

Originally from Burma

708 Main St.
Houston, Texas 77002

Long Term Credit Bank
of Japan
(Melbourne, Australia)

Our Book:

Our paper:

Communicating Change

Reaching and Changing
Frontline Employees

MCGRAW-HILL

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

Download papers from our website:
WWW.Larkin.Biz

What We Do

Presentations
Implementation
Come to your company for 2
weeks.
ReWrite Your
Communication

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin

Join your team.
Help communicate a specific
change.

Larkin Communication

Workshop for Your
Leadership Team
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